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places

Y
One of the East Coast’s
fasting growing
municipalities is right
underneath our noses.
So, what is bringing 
residents and businesses 
in droves to this rural town?
We decided to check for
ourselves…
BY NICK DIULIO
Photo by Kerry Pittenger

YOU’VE HEARD OF SHENZHEN, RIGHT? NO? WELL, START PAYING
ATTENTION. You will. It’s one of the fastest growing cities in the world.
Moreover, it’s the fastest growing city in the world’s most rapidly expanding nation,
The People’s Republic of China.And to peruse a Google Image gallery of the place
is to stare straight into an unbridled, churning cauldron of human ambition and
possibility realized, not only because of the way the city’s grand, vibrant architecture
tickles the clouds in an ever-yawning stretch outward and upward, or the way the
sharp, angular landscape bursts with a utopian color and decadence that reminds
one of how the future is, in fact, upon us. No.What is truly staggering about this
place is that 25 years ago, it didn’t exist.

Even as late as 1979, Shenzhen was a modest, mountainous fishing village located
in Southern China’s Guangdong Province, nestled with sleepy indifference in the
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PICTURED ABOVE: Another home, another family. The ever-expanding Weatherby development.

WhyWoolwich?
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Pearl River Delta. Population: 300,000. Since
then, the mountains have been leveled, the build-
ings erected without cease, and the population
spurned to grow with a relentless, exponential
fervor that would terrify most nations. But not
China. China, to take back a phrase from Mr.
McDonald, is loving it. Today, Shenzhen boasts
over 10 million permanent residents.That’s over
2,000 people per square-kilometer.And you can
bet they aren’t there for the fishing.

Driving south on 295, making my way
toward Woolwich, New Jersey during a delight-
ful late-August afternoon, I think of Shenzhen.
I consider the similarities between these two
cities separated by thousands of miles and cen-
turies of history. And I ruminate on the differ-
ences.You have heard of Woolwich, right? No?
Well, start paying attention.You will.

The Numbers
Twenty-five years ago,Woolwich Township

didn’t exist.Okay, that’s not entirely true.To clar-
ify:Twenty-five years ago,Woolwich didn’t exist
the way it exists today. Hell, ten years ago
Woolwich didn’t exist the way it exists today. In
fact, the growth of this formerly bucolic
Gloucester County township makes that of its
Chinese counterpart seem positively sluggish.
Comparatively, anyway.

For much of the 20th century,Woolwich—
a doughnut-shaped municipality that surrounds
the diminutive Swedesboro at its center and is
bordered on the outer fringes by Logan,
Pilesgrove, South Harrison and East Greenwich
townships—held steady with an average popu-
lation of about 1,200. Like much of Gloucester
County at the time,Woolwich was a cozy farm-
ing community—the type of place where one
could leave money on the feed store counter
should the owner have stepped out for a
moment.An everybody-knows-everybody rari-
ty only South Jersey can provide. But then
something happened. And Woolwich would
never again be the same.

“New Woolwich residents far outnumber
those residents who were born and raised here.
And that’s unfortunate,” says deputy mayor Jim
Lavender, a newly hatched Woolwichian him-
self. Lavender moved here four and a half years
ago for the same reasons everyone else has: loca-
tion, location, location. “We are trying to hold
onto and preserve that heritage, but it is natural
that people and places change.”

But this change? This change seems to
deserve the prefix “super” when talking about
what is natural for a people and a place. Just take
a moment and bask in the numbers: From 1990
to 2000, according to the U.S. Census Bureau,
the population of Woolwich increased from
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1,459 to 3,032. That’s a swell of 107 percent.
Then, from 2000 to 2006—that’s just six years,
for those of you who don’t hold degrees in
mathematics—the population jumped to 8,612.
Totaling this boom means staring down the
barrel of a 560-percent population explosion
from 1980 to present day,making Woolwich the
fastest growing municipality in the Garden
State, and one of the most rapidly expanding
townships on the East Coast.

Sadly, on the day of my visit I was not greet-
ed by imposing skyscrapers and congested city
byways filled to the brim with rustic, colloquial
vendors of every product imaginable.There are
no street poets in Woolwich, no saxophonists
wailing away on corners or urban apocalyptos
bemoaning end of days. I also found there to be a
serious dearth of vibe—tangible or otherwise—
that might allude to a cultural, artistic or intellec-
tual explosion down here. Instead, it’s a pretty
homogenized drive from Exit 10 down Center
Square Road,with a requisite CVS ready to fill so
many prescriptions of those who populate so
many tree-less streets.When, a few days later, a
friend asked me how I would best summarize the
character of this place, I found myself at a loss.
Sprawling? That’s not character, she said. Okay.
How about clinical? Sure, she mused.That works.

Why, one may be inclined to ask, now?
Why Woolwich? According to Township Clerk
Jane DiBella, the reasons go back to the mid-
1970s. It was during that time developers began
to notice Woolwich (big plans! big plans!),
entering into land-purchase deals with several
local farmers who thought $1,500 per acre was
a king’s ransom. And, at the time, it was. But
then a nationwide recession hit, and Woolwich
Township stayed small as those big plans were
placed on the backburner. Until the 1990s.

Summit Ventures, LLC, one of South
Jersey’s largest developers, couldn’t help but
notice Woolwich’s untapped residential poten-
tial. Just 25 miles from Philadelphia and far
enough removed from the bustle of that city to
fit snugly into Gloucester County’s “Close
To Everything, Far From It All” marketing
slogan, this place was perfect for Weatherby.
And Weatherby, it seems, would turn out to be
perfect for Woolwich.

Still a work in progress,Weatherby was orig-
inally billed as a mixed-use community that
would contain 4,500 residential units, two
schools, municipal buildings, and 250,000 square
feet of commercial, retail and office space.
Construction on the expansive development,says
DiBella,began in 1998, and while the mood was
bright and promising, the looming specter of too
much too quickly loomed in the distance.

“I don’t think they put a whole lot of fore-

thought into what [Weatherby] was going to do
to the town as a whole,” says DiBella,who meets
with me in her office, i.e. a doublewide trailer
near an adjacent pepper mill that fills the summer
air with the humid bitter-sweetness of a cramped
inner-city pizza parlor.This is the current munic-
ipal building of New Jersey’s Shenzhen.“There
was a little bit of commercial development, but
not very much at all.So you’re getting all of these
houses and families and kids and very little com-
mercial growth to offset the taxes.”

Indeed. According to the U.S. Census,
between 1990 and 2000,Woolwich witnessed a
121 percent increase in its school-aged popula-
tion as well as a 90 percent jump in its baby-
boomer contingent. Figures like these make
township planners sweat, which is why deputy
mayor Lavender continues to emphasize the
importance of “smart growth” during our half-
hour phone conversation. By slowing the resi-
dential development and pacing it over the
course of a 20-year master plan, which is slated
to reach completion in 2016, in addition to
encouraging more commercial development,
Lavender says Woolwich will be able to sustain
its unprecedented boom. At the time of this
writing,, in fact, the township’s planning board
is reviewing plans for 50,000 square feet of
commercial development. Moreover, a section
of Weatherby will eventually serve as a veritable
main street for the township, replete with store-
fronts, flexible office space and a new municipal
building, which should be completed by 2008.

“Any opposition there may have been to the
growth, or any that may be lingering out there, is
probably subdued somewhat because a lot of peo-
ple recognize that we’re trying to control growth
the best we can,”says Lavender.“I think people see
that and recognize that and appreciate it.”

The People 
David Rode sits next to me on a bar stool

inside Rode’s Fireside,a small, intimate restaurant
and tavern he and his wife have owned since
1991, carefully weighing his answer to a fairly
heavy question.“Ya know,I’m not sure,”he final-
ly says, shaking his head and looking just a little
sad in the eyes.“I’m really not sure.”

Rode is old-school Woolwich.At 56,he is the
fifth generation of a family born and raised in the
burgeoning township, with two daughters of his
own, one attending school in New York City and
the other still in town. He’s seen this place go
through a lot, recounting to me a time when he
could pull out of his driveway in the morning “with
my eyes closed and not worry about hittin’ any-
thing. Now you sit there for minutes sometimes.”
What I had asked him was whether or not he
would choose to move to Woolwich today,know-

places
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ing what it has become in the last decade.
“You used to know everybody on every cor-

ner at every house. Whoever my parents didn’t
know, I knew. Now you know practically no
one,” he says, waxing nostalgic.“I don’t like that
feeling, but you have to get used to it. I used to
know everyone that came in this place. Now I
don’t know anyone, but the place is filled up. So
it’s alright. Business-wise.”

The irony is that Rode and his wife got
into this business at just the right time, although
1991 was still slightly ahead of the explosion
about to occur. But when it did, Rode’s
Fireside, which possesses the township’s only
liquor license, exploded with it. And while
Rode, whose great, great grandfather sold
chickens and produce to markets in
Philadelphia, laments the change occurring, it’s
a resigned lament, one devoid of anger or
resentment.Woolwich, it seems, is in his blood,
no matter how crowded or homogenized the
place becomes.

“Nobody ever thought it would happen
here, but it’s here.And for someone to say to me
that there are over six or seven thousand people
in Woolwich, that just doesn’t really click. It’s
scary, but inevitable I guess,” he says with a
smirk. “I’ve lived here all my life. And it was a
good place to grow up. But the city’s coming
now.What are you gonna do?”

For every Rode, however, there’s an Elaine
Zeck, who, along with her husband, owns and
operates Watch Me Learn Preschool and Daycare,
which opened its doors in 2005.When it comes to
the basics of supply and demand, opening a
preschool in a township experiencing double-digit
percentage increases in young families is more or
less a no-brainer.“With the growing population,
we figured it would be an excellent location and
we recognized the need here,” says Elaine, adding
that she has witnessed increased enrollment every
month since the June she and her husband
opened.“Everybody from the mayor on down has
been very helpful,sincere and kind.They go out of
their way for us. It’s an excellent community.”

And then there’s Jane DiBella, the township’s
clerk who exudes a strength-of-will-disguised-by-
reticence as only a township clerk knows how.
One can assume she,perhaps not unlike this town,
is at once both tough and taciturn,which achieves
a peculiar, abstract kind of endearment perfect for
her position.While she’s only held the clerk title
for 10 years,DiBella has lived in Woolwich for 29.
She knows this environment very well, pouring
over pages and pages of the township’s master plan
with me, all the while discussing how she feels
about the boom currently in mid-swing.

“I understand that growth happens. I think, for

the most part, the people moving into the town are
wonderful.They are young families.They moved
here because they were attracted to this place for the
same reasons I was. It’s a nice town,” she says, even-
tually telling me about her husband,a farmer about
to sell a good portion of his 200-plus acres.This is
when she gets a little quieter.This is when her eyes
take on a slightly weepy quality similar to Rode’s.

“He’s not that happy,but it’s like…it’s not that
happy farming anymore either.The more houses
that come into the area the harder it is to farm,”
says DiBella, who also composes a charming
monthly column for The New Town Press entitled
“Country Comments.”“When your farm borders
a new development and you go out into the field
at five o’clock in the morning,running the tractors
while little Johnny is trying to sleep,or you go out
with the sprayer and everyone’s screaming you’re
giving them cancer, it really doesn’t make it easy.”

Don’t be completely fooled into thinking
every last field in Woolwich is now littered with
McMansions and Wal-Marts.Much of the town-
ship is still predominantly agricultural. In fact, the
majority of its land is designated such,with 6,585
acres devoted to farmland.Wooded areas make up
the next largest chunk at 3,088 acres, and round-
ing out the top three is residential at 2,659. Oh,
and only 197 acres contain commercial develop-
ment.That pesky commercial development.

The Future 
“The ultimate irony,” says Rutgers-Camden

political science professor Richard Harris,“is that
people are moving to these areas for more land and
quality of life and then they get just the opposite.
Then what happens is that one morning folks in
the township say to themselves,‘The same reason
we moved here is evaporating before our eyes.’”

This irony is most definitely not lost on folks
like Lavender and Gloucester County Freeholder
director Stephen Sweeney, both of whom are
working closely with the state in order to make
sure (as best they can) Woolwich doesn’t com-
pletely sell its pastoral soul to the devil of sprawl.
“What we’re trying to do is avoid the congestion
issues that are in Camden and Burlington coun-
ties.We’re really trying our best to do that,” says
Sweeney, making sure to highlight the fact that
Gloucester County has preserved over 15,000
acres of land through Green Acres. “Would we
love to preserve a lot of the age and history of this
county? Of course we would.When you drive
through this county you see some beautiful lands
and open spaces.What’s really upsetting is driving
past a peach orchard and finding houses popping
up all around it.”

So what is being done about this in
Woolwich? What will come to this township’s

rescue? Why, an acronym of course.
Woolwich is currently pursuing TDR, or

transfer of development rights, in order to protect
much of the township’s southern portion (which
remains mostly open space) from erupting into,
say,Weatherby Redux.TDR allows a municipali-
ty to designate in its master plan preservation areas,
called sending zones, and growth areas, called
receiving zones. Landowners in the sending zone
can sell the development value of their land (based
on assigned “TDR credits”) to interested devel-
opers.Developers can then shift that development
potential to the receiving zones, where they can
build not only what is permitted by right in the
receiving zones, based on zoning. In addition,
they can build the development rights purchased
from the sending zone. Pretty sexy stuff, I know.
But it seems to be working.

“The rural character is a big selling point for
residents. It’s a beautiful landscape and some of the
best, if not the best, farmland in the state,” says
Lavender. “And this is something we definitely
don’t want to sacrifice for growth on the horizon.”

After my meeting with DiBella, I decide to
drive to Woolwich’s outermost reaches,where it
kisses the border of Salem County.And speaking
of Salem County, here’s an interesting observa-
tion:The people of Woolwich seem to speak of
Salem County—which has yet to experience
anything the likes of a Woolwich—as if it’s some
mystifying, smoky forest in the unblemished
distance, a land straight out of Tolkien, where
elves leap from tree to tree, hobbits make homes
beneath the rich, fertile soil, and mischievous
gnomes set fire to McMansions and chain stores
with severe prejudice and zero remorse. Oh
Salem County, they seem to want to sigh. How
untamed and boundless thou art!

But Salem is just the greener grass,and a sunny
afternoon drive through the acreage of Woolwich
that lies just south of the New Jersey Turnpike
proves not all is lost. Not every square inch of this
contemporary boomtown is as dispassionate and
calculated as its northern quadrant would insinu-
ate.There are still a good many street corners that
suggest something of Mark Twain or Steinbeck, a
handsome helping of tractors and farmhouses
seemingly worlds away from those pale stucco
monsters hibernating in the manicured distance.
And then it occurs to me that Woolwich is the
ideal metaphor,a wonderful accidental allegory for
today’s globalized world.A world where Buddhist
monks don Adidas sneakers and African giraffes
graze in McDonald’s trash bins. Nothing is
old anymore, nothing purely mysterious or
untouched.Whether this is the world we intended
is still anyone’s guess.Whether this is the Woolwich
anyone intended is also just as evasive. �




